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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted a large majority of countries

worldwide. Thailand was the second country to report a case of the 2019 novel coronavirus

disease in January of 2020. Like many countries, they had a rapid surge during the months of

March and April. By July, however, Thailand had made it to the end of the first wave of

COVID-19. Since then, the country has worked hard to maintain its low local transmission rates

and keep COVID-19 cases to a minimum. How was Thailand able to control the COVID-19

outbreaks so quickly? What were the costs and experiences of Thai citizens under Thailand’s

COVID-19 policies? In order to better understand the situation in Thailand, I analyzed

Thailand’s policies, healthcare system, and aspects of their culture that contributed to the success

in disease prevention. I also conducted interviews with average Thai citizens as well as school

officials in order to better understand their personal experiences with the pandemic policies in

Thailand. The results showed that a large part of Thailand’s success had to do with their

universal healthcare coverage system, which provided equitable healthcare to all Thai citizens

and played an important role in early disease diagnosis and prevention. The government also

developed a clear line of daily communication with their citizens and underwent a strict

lockdown, which further provided Thai residents a better understanding of the situation and

limited COVID-19 transmissions between individuals. However, Thailand’s economy paid the

price as lockdowns froze their large tourist industry. The cost of Thailand’s COVID-19 success

was the economic collapse and, consequently, the decline in citizens’ mental well-being that

quickly followed.
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I. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the lives of many. Caused by the SARS-CoV-2

virus, the 2019 novel coronavirus disease, better known as COVID-19, first began to spread

throughout China towards the end of 2019. On January 12th, 2020, Thailand became the first

country outside of China to report a confirmed case of COVID-19, traced back to a tourist from

China (Ministry of Public Health, January 13, 2020). Though Thailand had begun to monitor the

health of travelers from Wuhan through fever scans since January 3rd, their cases continued to

rise. Throughout the month of March, Thailand saw a rapid rise in COVID-19 cases and

officially declared a state of emergency on March 26th (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Kingdom of

Thailand, 2020). As quickly as the COVID-19 spikes began in March, cases steadily declined the

following months through April and May. By July 8th, 2020, Thailand had gone 44 consecutive

days with no new reported cases of local COVID-19 transmission and the Thai Ministry of

Public Health declared the end of Thailand’s first wave of the COVID-19 outbreak (Thai PBS

World, July 8, 2020). No extreme spikes in COVID-19 cases had been reported between the

months of June to November (WHO 2020).

How was Thailand able to get COVID-19 under control so quickly? What role does the

media have in facilitating or complicating the situation? What are the costs of Thailand’s

COVID-19 response? I will be addressing these questions in the following sections. This paper

will be separated into five different sections:

The first section will provide some background information on Thailand’s healthcare

system, including universal healthcare coverage and village health volunteers, and how it helped

to improve COVID-19 cases.

The second section will give an overview of the policies that the Thai Department of

Public Health and Thai government put into place in order to limit virus transmissions. These

two sections will utilize information from secondary sources, such as journal articles, NPR

podcasts, and information provided through the World Health Organization (WHO). I will also

supplement my sections with information from primary sources, such as official policies and

regulations issued by the Thai government, press releases from the Thai Ministry of Public

Health, and personal interviews with my family members currently living in Thailand.
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The third section will explore how Thai culture and previous health threats helped limit

the spread of COVID-19. I will examine the tradition of greeting through wai (traditional Thai

greeting), societal norms, and mask usage. The majority of this section’s connection to

COVID-19 will be supported with information from primary sources, mainly through interviews

with my family members. I will also use some secondary sources, such as news and journal

articles, to help explain the background of the wai and mask usage.

The fourth section will focus on the impact of the media on regulating the COVID-19

outbreak in Thailand. I will examine the effects of the Thai Ministry of Health’s daily briefings

and social media on people’s understanding of the severity of COVID-19 and how to equip

themselves to prevent catching the virus. I will also look into the role that government censorship

plays throughout the outbreak. This section will include some secondary sources, such as the

videos, ads, and news articles. It will also have a heavy emphasis on my primary source

interviews as a means to showcase Thai citizen’s lived experiences.

The fifth section will present an overview of the positive and negative consequences that

resulted from Thailand’s COVID-19 response. This will include health impacts in terms of

controlling the spread of COVID-19, economic impacts from government-mandated shutdowns,

adjusting to the “new normal,” and Thai policies that were implemented to help manage the

repercussions. The information presented will be a combination of secondary sources, such as

news articles, videos, and journal articles, and primary sources of interviews and Thai policies.

Overall, I hope to be able to contribute more knowledge to the public health field

regarding COVID-19. I believe that this contains important knowledge on how to handle disease

outbreaks, the extent of which the media, policies, and culture play in disease prevention, and the

possible consequences that may result from these policies. Ultimately, I hope that this will

present another perspective on the topic of COVID-19 as it weaves lived experiences of Thai

citizens into the reported health statistics. Many of the research that has been conducted on this

topic have been written and presented from an outsider’s perspective. In using my family’s

interviews as a basis for my arguments, I hope to be able to bring some humanity into the public

health model and uplift more Southeast Asian voices.

II. Thailand’s Healthcare System
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In 2002, Thailand implemented the Universal Coverage Scheme (also referred to as the

30-Baht Scheme), which provided universal health coverage to its country’s citizens. Under this

health policy, Thailand’s government was able to provide affordable healthcare for all of its

citizens in which, “7% of population are covered by public employee benefit schemes, the

[Social Security Scheme] covers 15% of population, and the rest (76%) are in the [Universal

Coverage Scheme]” (Sakunphanit 2006). The 30-Baht Scheme allowed most Thai citizens to

receive health services with only a 30-baht (about 1.01 US dollars) co-payment. Some citizens

that met certain requirements were able to utilize the health services free of charge. By 2013,

approximately 80% of the population received free healthcare under the Universal Coverage

Scheme (Paek et al., 2016). According to an interview with Assistant to Chief Executive Office

of Magnolia Quality Development Corporation Limited and Thai resident, Pimnipa

Pinitthanachai, Thailand has one of the best healthcare systems she’s experienced, saying that

“the cost for going to a doctor and getting medicine is not very expensive compared to other

places… you go to the doctor and you just have to pay $1,” (translated personal communication,

December 5, 2020, see full interview transcript in Appendix A).

In addition to providing affordable healthcare through public hospitals and medical

providers, Thailand also utilizes the help of village health volunteers (also known as community

health workers). The village health volunteers are non-medical professional members of the Thai

village they live in that receive basic training on health promotion, disease prevention, and

primary healthcare. They play an important role in providing basic health services to rural Thai

villages that may be too far removed from public hospitals. The village health volunteers often

work to inform villagers on health issues, collect health-related data for the Thai government,

and can provide basic first-aid treatments, home-remedies, and sexual health equipment to the

community members (Kauffman, 1997). These individuals, though referred to as volunteers, also

receive government-provided financial compensations for their work, such as the monthly

allowance of 600 Baht (about 20 US dollars) given to workers in 2010 (Kowitt et al., 2015).

These two elements of the Thai healthcare system worked to help with COVID-19

prevention and contact-tracing. A study on the impact of Thailand’s Universal Coverage Scheme

on health-seeking behaviors found that low-income and elderly individuals were more likely to

seek out and use health services once financial barriers were removed, requiring little to no

out-of-pocket payment for basic medical care (Paek et al., 2016). This supports Dr. Krit
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Pongpirul’s analysis of Thailand’s COVID-19 successes. When describing the first Thai citizen

to test positive for COVID-19, a taxi driver, Dr. Pongpirul explained that the taxi driver was able

to quickly seek medical attention as soon as he noticed symptoms because “he wasn't put off by

having to pay for something he couldn't have afforded,” (Martin, 2020). Without the external

fears of financial cripple, more Thai citizens were able to get early diagnosis and treatment for

COVID-19, which allowed for more efficient COVID-19 contact tracing and more limited

opportunities of virus transmission.

The village health volunteers, who had always aided in the prevention and education of

health diseases, continued to play a critical role during the COVID-19 outbreak. When the

COVID outbreaks first began, Thongbai Jaimun, a village health volunteer in Thailand, did not

pay much attention to it. She held the sentiment shared with many, including Pinitthanachai,

across Thailand at the beginning of the outbreak. However, once educated on the seriousness of

the disease, she and her fellow village health volunteers worked to slow the spread (WHO, 2020

Sept. 16; Pinitthanachai, personal communication, December 5, 2020). According to WHO, they

visited approximately 11.3 million households from the months of March to April. The village

health volunteers worked to educate families on the severity of COVID-19 and hygiene methods,

advised citizens on the disease’s symptoms to be aware of, provided COVID safety equipment

(e.g. cloth masks and alcohol gels), and actively searched for infected individuals. As a result,

the village health workers helped with contract tracing in rural villages and with limiting

COVID-19 transmissions (Narkvichien, 2020). The combination of Thailand’s universal

healthcare coverage and coalition of village health volunteers, allowed the country to efficiently

control the spread of COVID-19 by contributing to disease prevention education, increasing

early diagnosis of the virus, and facilitating contact-tracing methods.

III. COVID-19 Policies

When COVID-19 spread to Thailand, the Thai government issued many policies and

regulations to help slow its spread. Starting in January, Thailand issued increased

recommendations for public health safety, surveillance guidelines at all points of entry,

healthcare facilities, and cases found through village health volunteers, and transparent

communication of the disease through daily briefings (Ministry of Public Health, 2020;
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Iamsirithaworn et al., 2020). These announcements were not official policies and laws. Thus,

many Thai citizens were not very worried about the virus. As Thailand was only the second

country infected with COVID-19, most of this came down to a lack of education as many

“thought it was something like SARS or ไขห้วดัใหญ่ ([kai wat yai] influenza) or something like

that,” (Pinitthanachai, personal communication, December 5, 2020). Once cases rapidly

increased, however, Thai citizens began to fear the unknown, deadly disease, “...people started to

panic. Everyone started buying, you know, masks, gloves, even like the PPE. Everyone just

bought it all to keep without really knowing why),” (Pinitthanachai, translated personal

communication, December 5, 2020). Then on March 26th, 2020, Thailand’s prime minister

issued an official Emergency Decree on Public Administration in Emergency Situations. Under

this emergency decree, all citizens must adhere to the 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. curfew, all international

and domestic flights were cancelled and stopped, all businesses and stores that are considered

non-essential were closed, and companies and businesses were encouraged to promote “social

distancing” and “work from home” orders (Iamsirithaworn et al., 2020). The ban on all flights

and general lockdown kept Thailand from gaining any new COVID cases from foreigners and

limited transportation meant less easier isolation of the disease and less transmissions.

Like many other countries, all schools were forced to move to the online platform.

Executive Director of Saint John Mary International School, Dr. Punnarat Chinnapha, reported

that all the heads of schools had a direct line of communication with the Ministry of Education,

“so if they order us to close the school, we all would do it at the same time,” (Chinnapha,

personal communication, December 12, 2020, see full interview transcript in Appendix A). This

transparent and constant communication allowed a smoother transition for online schooling,

which further prevents possible COVID-19 transmission through school. Additionally, it is

important to mention that this lockdown order coincided with Songkran (Thai New Year national

holiday). During Songkran celebrations, which occur as a three-day holiday (April 13-15th),

citizens flood the streets to celebrate the new year with a water festival. However, as this

occurred during the COVID-19 outbreaks, the government officially cancelled the holiday in

order to limit traveling and large gatherings that would potentially worsen the epidemic

(Pinitthanachai, personal communication, December 5, 2020). The cancellation of Songkran

further limited physical contact and COVID spread between people.
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Once the state of emergency lockdown ended and Thailand got through the first wave of

COVID-19, the Thai government continued to maintain their contract-tracing policies. This

involved the usage of two government developed applications and websites: “the DDC Care”

application and the “Thai Chana” web application. These two apps were created to monitor and

track patients under investigation (those with recorded symptoms at surveillance check points)

and population movement (Iamsirithaworn et al., 2020). Once department stores were allowed to

reopen, all individuals who enter and exit are required to scan a QR code to show their check-in

and check-out times of all indoor shops or restaurants. The information acquired goes to the

Ministry of Public Health to keep track of individuals that potentially were exposed to the virus

(Hartigan, 2020). Additionally, with the restricted return of airline flights for overseas travelers,

the Thai government issued a mandatory 14-day quarantine for all returnees either at

government-issued hotels or their own residences. Those in quarantine are provided all the basic

necessities (e.g. 3 meals per day, shampoo, laundry detergent, etc.) and are under strict

surveillance by disease control officers. If travelers refuse to comply with these regulations, they

are subject to up to 100,000 Baht fine, a one-year jail sentence, or both (Department of Disease

Control, 2020). Overall the lockdown policies, travel regulations, and continued contact-tracing

methods contributed in lowering and maintaining the low cases of COVID-19 in Thailand.

IV. Thai Culture and Previous Health Threats

Though the policies and healthcare system helped Thailand to manage their COVID-19

outbreak, a large part of this has to do with Thai culture and experiences that helped them better

adjust to the COVID-19 regulations. Thai culture has a strong emphasis on personal space.

According to Pinitthanachai, “...Thai people in general don’t like to touch each other, you know,

as in it’s like not really okay to go into other people’s spaces… then there’s the greeting using

wai (Thai greeting) anyway,” (translated personal communication, December 5, 2020). Already

the emphasis on personal space in Thai culture limits unnecessary transmissions of the virus

through physical contact.

One of the most defining characteristics of Thai culture, which also limits the need of

physical contact, is the wai. It is the non-verbal greeting described as “that mark of respect,

greeting, or recognition performed by bringing open palms together and synchronizing with a dip
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of the head or a bow (low, lower, or lowest, depending upon the level of veneration to be shown

toward the person or object being addressed)” (Maraviro, 2004). Rather than the typical

American handshake or French la bise (cheek kiss greeting), Thai wai does not require any form

of close contact with others. As a result, in terms of physical contact, “nothing really changed

much here in Thailand because Thai people we wai,” (Pinitthanachai, translated personal

communication, December 5, 2020). This custom, which further limits physical contact between

individuals, made the “social distancing” guidelines easier for Thai citizens to adhere to and

regulate COVID-19 transmission rates.

Another thing that may have played a part in limiting transmission rates is the Thai

citizens’ relationship with mask wearing. In January of 2019, Thailand’s capital, Bangkok,

suffered from a lethal air pollutant, also known as particulate matter 2.5 (PM2.5). The air quality

of the packed city rose to be “unhealthy for sensitive groups” on the US AQI, which forced a

certain demographic of the Thai population (e.g. elderly and those with respiratory problems,

etc.) to wear masks as protection (IQAir.com). In January 2020, the Pollution Control

Department issued a warning that the PM2.5 level in Bangkok rose again to be “very unhealthy”

on the AQI and recommended mask-wearing for the safety of all individuals (Sivasomboon,

2020). The timing of PM2.5 during 2020 perfectly coincided with COVID-19 having just reached

Thailand. Despite being one of the outliers in Eastern Asia’s normalized mask-wearing culture,

Pinitthanachai believes that PM2.5 is what allowed Thai citizens to more easily cope with wearing

a mask, “...people started buying masks during like 2 years ago, so people were already used to

wearing masks during the bad air quality times… And at the starting of the COVID, there was

still bad air quality, so they were already wearing masks and they just kept wearing them… it

created a culture of wearing masks,” (translated personal communication, December 5, 2020). It

is likely that the combination of Thailand’s physical distanced culture, the custom of the wai, and

needing to wear masks during PM2.5 helped Thai citizens more easily adjust to the social

distancing and mask requirements during COVID-19. As a result, Thailand was able to better

limit COVID-19 transmissions between their residents.

V. Media & Thailand’s COVID-19 Outbreak
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Throughout Thailand’s COVID-19 outbreak, the media has played a crucial role in

maintaining communication between the government and its citizens about COVID prevention

methods, current virus case situations, and health policies. One of the most important

government usage of the media is through daily health briefings on TV with information that has

been fact-checked by experts from the Center for COVID-19 Situation Administration (CCSA).

The Ministry of Public Health also largely promoted their official accounts and pages on various

social media platforms such as Facebook, Line, Twitter, and even Tik Tok (Ministry of Public

Health, March 26, 2020). In conducting daily briefings and promoting those briefings on social

media, Thailand’s Ministry of Public Health provided the general public with a reliable source of

information on the COVID-19 pandemic. This is especially important when it comes to filtering

out fake news and misinformation online, “every day at 11am, they go on the news and update

on all the new regulations and new cases and stuff. I would turn the TV on to watch every day. It

was really accessible,” (Pinitthanachai, personal communication, December 5, 2020).

Like many others in the world “Thai people just like to go on and listen to social media a

lot,” (Pinitthanachai, personal communication, December 5, 2020). Thus, social media was

extremely important in spreading information to citizens all throughout Thailand. In addition to

the government-run social media pages, other sources, such as celebrities, had a large impact on

raising COVID-19 awareness in populations that previously did not believe in the severity of the

virus. For example, a famous Thai celebrity couple, Matthew and Lydia, publicly posted several

Instagram videos and pictures about their experiences of getting infected with COVID-19,

warned their large audiences about the disease, and educated people on how to stay safe (Deane,

2020). Posted at a time when Thai citizens were not fully cognizant of the virus’s effects, the two

“stimulated fear in their followers about getting COVID-19 and motivated them to heighten

‘their guard’ by implementing the self–protection practices and maintaining good personal

hygiene,” (Iamsirithaworn et al., 2020).

Music videos and video advertisements further expanded COVID-19 awareness and motivated

Thai citizens to protect themselves and others. For example, a music video parody of a popular

Thai song that had been trending on Thai TikTok, Super วาเลนไทน์ [Super Valentine], went viral

on Facebook and other Thai media platforms (TOPLINE Music Official, 2020). The parody

video depicted various doctors and nurses at a Thai hospital singing about the three most

important healthcare guidelines and why they are important during the pandemic, “เจลคะ่ มาลา้ง
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เจลฆา่เชื�อโควชิใหต้าย… แมสกค์ะ่ ใสแ่มสกนัป้องกนันํ�าลายกระเด็น… อยูบ่า้นคะ่ อยูบ่า้นกนั

ป้องกนัโควชิกระจาย” [sanitizing gel, come clean your hands with sanitizing gel to kill the

COVID germs… mask, let’s wear a mask to prevent your saliva from spraying… stay home, let’s

stay home to stop Covid from spreading] (TERO NEWS, 2020, see full video in Appendix B).

According to the head of Saint John Mary’s International School, Dr. Punnarat Chinnapha, the

music video is helpful for his middle school and high school students in Saraburi province to

understand the guidelines as “the words are repetitive and to the point. Music is catchy. [It]

would appeal more to teenagers. It is up to date with the tens in music,” (Personal

communication, April 9, 2021, see full message in Appendix C). The popularity of the parody

helped to make the pandemic safety guidelines more accessible to more Thai citizens as well as

allowed citizens to express their gratitude for the healthcare workers in the comments (TERO

NEWS, 2020). Official government-run social media accounts also promoted music videos and

video advertisements about COVID-19 safety guidelines. Such advertisements included a

science-fiction video of actors dressed as COVID-19 molecules assessing their inability to infect

Thai citizens due to their mask-wearing, social distancing, and hand sanitizing guidelines. The

video received more than a million views on both the Ministry of Public Health’s TikTok and the

Thai Media Fund’s YouTube, and served as a way to both poke fun at the alien virus as well as

promote COVID-19 safety regulations (Ministry of Public Health, July 7, 2020; Thai Media

Fund, 2020, see full video in Appendix D). Both the accessibility of government-checked

information and the power of social media helped in spreading COVID-19 awareness, keeping

many citizens informed on the virus intensity and current disease situation throughout the

country.

While spreading reliable health information was a necessary part of correctly educating

Thai citizens, there were some slight downsides. Under Thailand’s state of emergency decree, the

Prime Minister has the ability to prohibit any press release or information that may be falsified or

instigate fear to the general public (CCSA, 2020; Prime Minister Office, 2020, see excerpt in

Appendix E). Thus, this limits the amount of false information that the public sees or posts.

However, there have been cases in which the government has used their power to censor

information posted deemed to be “false.” Some have been arrested and investigated for posting

criticisms of the government’s COVID-19 response under this law (Committee to Protect
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Journalists, 2020). Sunai Phasuk, a senior researcher for Thailand in Human Rights Watch's Asia

division, reported that “[he] saw whistleblowers… being targeted by retaliatory lawsuits after

they reported alleged corruption related to hoarding and black-market profiteering of surgical

masks and medical supplies. Some medical staff were also threatened with disciplinary action,

including terminating employment contracts and revoking medical licenses,” (Robinson, 2020).

The evidence points to Thailand’s government using the state of emergency laws to both filter

out false information on COVID-19 as well as for their own personal gain, censoring any

criticism aimed at officials. Thus, the use of media in Thailand proves to be both work in

censoring misinformation and its citizens.

VI. Impact on Thailand after COVID-19

Lastly, it is important to address the impacts of Thailand’s overall response to the

COVID-19 outbreak. One of the most obvious results is in Thailand’s public health. Despite

having a large spike in infections during March, Thailand was able to quickly recover and end

the first wave of the COVID-19 outbreak by July. They were also able to maintain a low amount

of COVID-19 cases despite some reopening of many businesses and institutions. In fact,

Thailand underwent 100 days, from May to September, of no reported cases of local COVID-19

transmissions (Thanthong-Knight, 2020). Dr. Punnarat Chinnapha revealed that things have

generally returned to normal aside from a few changes, “we basically just use what they call the

‘new normal’: wearing more masks, washing hands more often. Aside from not being able to

travel out of the country, everything else has been pretty normal. But there’s this feeling inside

that we have to be more careful. If I walk outside and I see someone, I don’t want to walk near

them. So everything has pretty much been the same, but you see masks everywhere,” (personal

communication, December 12, 2020). It is clear that the government’s measures, social media

communication, and cultural factors all worked together to decrease the amount of transmissions.

As reported in the previous interview, people have also been working to maintain the low

infection rates.

A less positive impact, however, has to do with Thailand’s economy and, consequently,

mental health. Due to the strict lockdown measures, many businesses and industries were

severely impacted and unemployment rates drastically increased. The tourism and manufacturing
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industries, which combine to make up approximately half of the nation’s gross domestic product

(GDP), collapsed during the lockdown due to banned flights and closed factories. The Thai

government launched several financial aid programs, such as Social Security contributions, cash

support of 5,000 Baht for low-income workers and farmers, special soft loan adjustments, and

reduction of taxes and utility bills. Though this helped many individuals, not everyone was able

to fully benefit from them due to various payment delays and rejections (Almendral, 2020;

KPMG, 2020). Many studies have shown that a rise in unemployment rates, results in higher

suicide cases (Milner et al., 2020). Based on an interview with Dr. Chinnapha, this already seems

to be the case with one of his student’s parents in which, “The father hang himself…because the

business bankrupt… because of the COVID” (personal communication, December 12, 2020). An

NPR article reported similar experiences with individuals committing suicide due to the financial

distress brought upon by the COVID-19 outbreak and policies (Almendral, 2020). Thus, it is

likely that many other Thai citizens may experience an increase in mental health related issues as

the country’s economy takes a plunge.

VII. Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the lives of many throughout the world. Thailand

was one of those countries. The Thai government was able to swiftly handle the rise in cases

through their clear communication of facts through daily briefings and strict lockdown policies.

Thailand’s universal health coverage plan, village health volunteer system, culture, and previous

experience with PM2.5 largely helped in allowing Thai citizens to get an early diagnosis and more

easily adjust to COVID-19’s “new normal” customs, such as socially distancing and mask

wearing recommendations. Finally, the rise of social media allowed COVID-19 information to

spread to wider audiences much faster than before, which enabled more Thai citizens to quickly

educate themselves on the virus and disease prevention methods. As a result, Thailand was able

to end the first wave of COVID-19 by July 8th, 2020, only four months after March’s large spike

in cases (Iamsirithaworn et al., 2020). However, the efficiency of disease prevention came at the

cost of economic decline. In fact, “Thailand’s GDP is forecast to contract 8-10% this year…[and]

not expected to reach its pre-Covid level until 2023,” (Janssen, 2020). The hit on Thailand’s

tourist and manufacturing industries had greatly hurt the country’s economy and, consequently,
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the lives of those that depend on those industries. As these economic struggles continue, Thai

citizens’ mental health have also suffered, possibly leading to increased suicide rates (Almendral,

2020). While examining Thailand’s response to COVID-19 as a possible model to build upon, it

is crucial that world leaders would take into account all the benefits and consequences that

resulted from this. It is especially important to consider that these results came with an effect on

the lives of real people. Despite Thailand’s picture-perfect health response to the pandemic,

many lives were still negatively impacted, whether it be from contracting the virus or through

their mental health. The question now becomes: how can other countries use Thailand’s

experience with COVID-19 as a means to adapt their own models of pandemic-management

procedures in order to create the most beneficial outcome for their citizens?
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Glossary

ไขห้วดัใหญ ่[kai wat yai] – Thai term for influenza.

สงกรานต ์[Songkran] – Thailand’s New Year (April 13th-15th); a national holiday celebrated

with a 3-day water festival.

ไหว ้[wai] – Thai greeting in which one presses the palms of their hands together and bow their

heads; used as a sign of respect.

Baht – Thailand’s monetary unit; 1 baht approximately equals to 0.034 US dollars.

Center for COVID-19 Situation Administration (CCSA) – Thailand’s government

organization created to manage COVID-19 related matters; includes the Thai Ministry of Public

Health, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Digital Economy and Society, Prime Minister Office,

and the National Spokesperson.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) – An economics term that refers to all the final goods and

services produced by a country within a given time period, typically a year.

Particulate Matter 2.5 (PM2.5) – Airborne particles that are 2.5 microns or less in size and are

deadly to human respiration; particles are small enough to reach human lungs, which can affect

respiratory functions.

World Health Organization (WHO) – An international health organization that works to

support countries with public health threats, such as providing guidelines on disease prevention

and analysis of disease information.
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Appendix A: Interview Transcripts

NOTE: All translations are included in parenthesis following Thai scripts; interview conducted
in both Thai and English; all questions translated to English*

Interview Transcript with Pimnipa Pinitthanachai (December 5, 2020)

J = Jenny (me); P = Pimnipa Pinitthanachai

J: So how did you feel when COVID got to Thailand and then cases began to rise?

P: Was a bit confused because no one knows what it is. I guess it’s just everyone. We just thought
it was something like SARS or ไขห้วดัใหญ่ (influenza) or something like that. Yeah, but then
when it was… um, yeah, when it starts rising มนักน่็ากลวั (it was scary) because no one really
knows what it is… and I think Thailand was the second country? The only country that we have
that we know of was China. So people were like ไมเ่ป็นไร (it’s not that big of a deal)... but then
พอมนัเยอะ then people start like panic. ทกุคนกค็อืแบบซื�อ (everyone started buying) you know,
masks, ถงุมอื (gloves), even like the PPE. คอืทกุคนกซ็ื�อมาเกบ็ไมรู่ว้า่ซื�อทําไม (everyone just
bought it all to keep without really knowing why). Yeah, it’s understandable that feeling of panic:
everyone is buying things so I need to do that too. Yeah

J: How did you get information about COVID when it began?

P: How did I get the information about it starting? News, social medias and all that. มขีา่ววา่แบบ
คนตดิ จรงิๆมนักม็ขีาวตอนแรกกแ็บบ like in Wuhan (there was news that people got infect.
Though really there was already news about it starting in Wuhan) so like ตอนนั�นคนกย็งัชวิๆ(at
that time people were still pretty chill about it) you know? Like those SARS and those things, I
guess SARS was like a few countries only? So it wasn’t a pandemic, and ตอนที�มนัมานี�คนกเ็ลย
ตื�นตวัขึ�น (then when it hit Thailand people started to get scared). ทกุคนกก็ลวักลวัคนจนี
(everyone started getting scared of Chinese people) even though they were like in Thailand the
whole time. I guess it’s like มนักไ็มค่อ่ยถกู (not really right), it’s bully but you know… ตอนนี�คน
ไทยเจอฝรั�งมนักแ็บบมาจากไหน (now Thai people see farang [white people] they’re like hey
where are you from?) Europe? America? You know? All those, yeah.

J: Were there a lot of people that didn’t believe in COVID?

P: I guess at the start I mean… เขาคงเชื�อวา่มนัมี (they probably believe that it was real) you
know, it’s there, but they’re just not panic because มนัไมใ่กลต้วั (it’s not personally affecting
them). If I don’t remember wrong, I think, it’s like those first cases in Thailand it’s in Bangkok -
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I think จําไมไ่ดน้ะ (don’t really remember) - because of tourists, so those who’s like in other
provinces were like it’s ไมเ่ป็นไร (it’s not that big of a deal)… but it didn’t spread like at once.
Yeah. It was like when people started heading home to the other provinces, so like they caught it
from Bangkok and then they go and spread, spread, spread. But I don’t think the whole Thailand
got it, just some, like not more than 10 provinces had no cases in their จังหวดั (province) like out
of 77? I don’t know.

J: How do you feel now? Because I understand that Thailand doesn’t really have that many
COVID cases anymore?

P: So within the country, ไมม่ี case (there’s no case). But those are from abroad, พวกคนไทยที�จะ
กลบับา้น กพ็อเขา้ไปquarantineแลว้กม็ี (the Thai people that want to come home, so those that
went to quarantine and they have COVID), so that will count as the cases that reported they had
COVID but came from whichever country. But just this past week, I don’t know if you really
saw the news about this, but this week there’s been some Thai people that went to work by the
border, at Myanmar, yeah, looks like there’s been a few cases where people got COVID within
the country… about 2-3 people from them. กค็อืที�นู่นเขาเขา้มาแอบเขา้มา (Like there, the people
would secretly come back into Thailand) then there were 1-2 people that got it, and then it turned
out to be 7 or 10 people, I think. And then I guess it’s just yesterday or this morning I think they
announced that มคีนที�อยูเ่มอืงไทยไมไ่ดไ้ปแตว่า่ไปเจอคนที�แอบเขา้มากค็อืตดิอกี 2 คน (there
were people that are in Thailand, that didn’t go out, they met some people that secretly crossed
the border into Thailand, so like about 2 people and then they got COVID from them). Yeah. It
might be more but the whole time from… I think there weren’t anymore increase in cases since
July? August? Some time around there. And this is like the first few case that people got within
Thailand.

J: Right, because I saw that on the news that said Thailand didn’t have any cases for at
least 100 days?

P: Yeah,น่าจะเกนิแลว้ละ่ (it’s probably more than that now). It’s been like 3-4 months. But this
means like no one got COVID within Thailand, as in their COVID case can’t be traced back to
the COVID caught from outside of Thailand.

J: And now are they letting tourists go back into Thailand?

P: Yeah, but if they come into Thailand they have to check for COVID and you have to
quarantine for 14 days regardless, within the hotel that they provide, and if you come in I think
they said they have to stay within the country for a certain amount of days? Like 3, 10 days. But
there’s still not a lot of people coming in. Like if I wanted to go see you guys, I can go out fine
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because maybe US doesn’t require quarantine, but when I come back I have to quarantine for
like 14 days.

J: How do you feel Thailand handled COVID when all the cases were at its peak and
everything was rising?

P: I think they handled it very well. Like you can see, like… the Health Department here acted
pretty quickly. I mean it’s like a bit there are a few people that got COVID why didn’t they order
a lockdown? Stuff like that, but you know they still needed to check. It’s not like they get the
news that this happened and then order to shut it down and do all that. But I guess they did okay.
Even with like ตอนนั�น the caseมนัยงัไมส่ญู (at the time when cases weren’t completely gone
yet), คนกแ็บบวา่ทําไมไมใ่หท้กุคนไปตรวจcovid free? (people were saying hey why don’t you let
us all go get tested for COVID for free?) You know? At the time they said if you have no
symptoms and you want to get tested, then you have to pay for it. Unless there were people that
have the symptoms that they listed 1, 2, 3, 4, you know? ไปตรวจ (you can go get tested), then
it’s free. เพราะอารมณม์นักเ็หมอืนคลา้ยๆไปตรวจรา่งกาย (Because people feel like almost just
want to go in for a check up or something like that), and ตอนนั�น (at the time) the test kits, there
weren’t enough. So people is like ดา่ๆหน่อย (criticizing a bit), but they handled it. ถา้มนัไม่
จําเป็นตอ้งตรวจมนักไ็มต่รวจ (if you don’t have to test, then don’t test). I mean, there weren’t
enough test kits, but then all the doctors and nurses, กต็อ้งนั�งตรวจคนที�มนัไมไ่ดเ้ป็น แทนที�จะเอา
เขาไปชว่ยคนอื�น (they have to go and waste time testing people that weren’t even sick instead of
being able to go help other people that need it). Yeah, I think the process was okay and they…
also I think like announcements and details of everything that the Health Department announced
like how to handle, they… they were pretty clear. I mean it’s normal for people to panic, yeah
like ทําไมไมร่บีบอก (why didn’t you tell us quicker)? If they heard some news that this person or
that person got it, like ทําไมไมร่บีบอก (why didn’t you tell us quicker)? But they still needed to
go through the process and check everything to make sure that it was accurate. Not give out
misinformation. And then แลว้กเ็ตอืนแบบyouตอ้งลา้งมอื ตอ้งใสm่ask everyday (they always
warn that you have to wash hands, you have to wear mask everyday), social distancing and stuff
like that. Yeah, and actually health– like โรงพยาบาลหรอือะไรแบบเนี�ยมนัไมแ่พงนะ (the
hospitals and stuff, they’re not very expensive). I think Thailand is not expensive at all. I mean
unless you go to Bangkok Hospital, like private hospital, then there’s a fee you pay for the better
service and comfort you know. I mean the regular public hospitals… คอืถา้มนัเป็นคา่ยาคา่หมอ
มนัไมแ่พง (in reality the cost for going to a doctor and getting medicine is not very expensive)
compared to other places. เหมอืนคนตา่งชาตเิขา้มาเมอืงไทยมนักเ็รื�องหาหมอหมอเกง่แตว่า่ไม่
แพง (It’s like the reason a lot of foreigners come into Thailand for good doctors that aren’t too
expensive). So, I think that health for Thailand is already good… Taiwan too… Thailand
healthcare is pretty good though. There’s that thing that they do with the 30 baht. Do you know
about that?
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J: No I haven’t heard of that.

P: It like every citizen have the ability to go to the doctor for 30 baht and they can go for any
reason, help cure whatever health issue you need. It’s like if you go to the doctor and you just
have to pay $1, you get? I mean there are probably people that complain that it’s slow and there’s
a lot of people, but it’s normal and if you’re not sick then don’t go, and actually like 1-2 dollars
you just go to the doctor and get your medicine… or if you want to go for a surgery then it’s like
covered you know? Like the government, they already will pay for it.

J: And the 30baht did it start with COVID or?

P: No, it’s always been there. Yeah, so actually every citizen already had their health insurance
covered. I guess it’s like in America…? No, maybe more like Taiwan. In Thailand you only have
to pay if you go to the doctor… but they will assign you a specific hospital in the zone that you
live in. For example, if your ID card says you live in a certain place then you get assigned to that
hospital. Like for you if your ID card says Fresno, you can’t go to the hospital in San Fran for the
same price. I guess you could change if you moved, but basically technically everyone just gets
the hospital near their address… public hospitals only.

J: What were some guidelines that Thailand put out for COVID? I know you already
touched on this a bit, but I just wanted to go into more detail.

P: Well, you know, encourage people to wear masks, like wash hands, social distancing. But
mainly when it was like rising like เร็วมากเยอะมาก (very rapidly and quickly), they started
doing like shut down or like lockdown. But lockdown is like not 100%. For supermarkets and
ตลาดสดกย็งัเปิดได ้(open-air fresh markets they were allowed to open). Like the things that
people need for daily use, still need to be opened. For offices, จรงิๆกไ็มไ่ดแ้บบบงัคบั (there was
no command) that you have to shut it down. It was up to each company, the private sector and
stuff, whatever they want to do. But they do try to help out, like oh this person can work from
home, but any work where you actually need to go in, like the factory work and stuff, you can
still go. But when cases were a lot a lot, then they start having curfew for you to get home by a
certain time. Though I guess that helped because people don’t really go out to see other people.
But all the people that are working, it’s a bit more difficult, like if they work late and all the
transportation is shut down. But lockdown was done step by step. Then when things get better,
they slowly start to open up things bit by bit and then see how it goes. If it doesn’t go well, then
they shut it down again. At the time schools were closed too. Everything was closed. Schools,
hospitals… well I guess hospitals people just don’t go to haha. And for curfew, if people are
driving around curfew hours, the police will stop you to ask who you were and where you were
going. For doctors and stuff, it’s okay, but there are some people out there that think ‘oh they’re
not going to catch me’ and then go out and get caught and stuff. They get fined and warnings,
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like those people that were messing around… they go on the highway when there’s no cars to go
drive fast, they get caught, but they deserve that haha.

J: How did Thailand help with COVID financially?

P: It’s hard to remember because there was a lot. I think there was the thing where they give
everyone 3000 baht each, or you have to register and then you get it. But it depends on your
eligibility. Then there’s some social security or or water and gas bills they helped to lower
costs… and theres… I think, for the people that got sick, if COVID related then they don’t have
to pay for anything, these kinds of things. I don’t remember if they lowered taxes at all. But the
poor people got help and so did all the unemployed people and people that got fired and stuff,
they got help too. And then… something to help businesses that had to let people go. That was
then. Now, it’s about the economy because the first kind of like the most of Thai income, is from
tourists. But there’s no more tourists. So now they’re helping like… for booking hotels and
things the government help pay like 40% or something like that. And then most recently the most
people use the thing when you go buy something and then they help you pay like 50%. But it’s
like… you get 150 baht per day, but in total is like 3000 baht for people that need to go pay. This
is for the small businesses and marketeers. For tourists it’s just the trying to get people to travel
to the other provinces that rely a lot on tourists and stuff like that. And the hotels, like 5-star
hotels, sometimes the rooms are like 1000 baht. They lower prices by like 40% so people want to
go and visit those places without needing to spend so much money.

J: Why do you think Thailand was able to get COVID under control so quickly? Other
places, like the US, have also issued lockdown/stay-at-home orders and promoted masks
and things. What do you think Thailand did differently?

P: Hmm, I guess with the quarantine, it also helps. I’m not too sure, but I guess like with other
places they don’t always provide a hotel to quarantine. I guess with people in if they don’t care
then they just go home, but if you’re in like a state quarantine, you can’t go out at all. They have
security. Like whoever you are, if you come into Thailand, you have to quarantine for 14 days,
and they send you food, 3 meals a day, up to your room… and they send all the necessities -
shampoo, laundry detergent - those types of things that you need. I guess that’s what makes it
better because regardless of who you are, they require you to quarantine instead of going home
because on the way home you end up spreading the virus to all these other people. Yeah. Then as
you can see Europe or America, their culture is ใส่ mask คอืคนป่วย (you only wear a mask if
people are really ill). But Asian like, especially Taiwan, ถา้ป่วยกใ็ส่ mask หรอืถา้ไมป่่วยบางทกี็
ใส่ mask เป็นการป้องกนัตวัอยูแ่ลว้ (if you’re feeling sick then you just wear a mask, or even if
you don’t feels sick you still wear mask to protect yourself anyways), so Asians ใส่ mask มนัก็
ปกติ (wearing masks is already a normal thing) I guess… แตว่า่เมอืงไทยมนัไมไ่ดป้กตเิพราะคน
มนัไมไ่ดใ้สอ่ยูแ่ลว้ (though I guess with Thailand it isn’t that normal because people don’t
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usually wear masks). But I think that people get used to it more easier because ตั �งแต่ (since) last
year or like 2 years ago, there was the PM, PM 2.5, ที�เป็นฝุ่ น (it’s bad air quality)… it’s like
super super bad in Thailand, so people started buying masks during like 2 years ago. คนกเ็ลย
คอ่นขา้งชนิวา่แบบชว่งแบบมฝีุ่ นกใ็ส่ mask (so people were already used to wearing masks during
the bad air quality times). Not everyone wore masks, but people try to wear it, so I guess then
they kind of got used to it. And at the starting of the COVID, มนัยงัมฝีุ่ น (there was still bad air
quality), so they were already wearing masks, กเ็ลยใสม่าเรื�อยๆ (and they just kept wearing
them). Though at that time the people wearing mask were mostly old people, แตม่นักก็ลายเป็นวา่
culture ที�ใส่ mask (but it created a culture of wearing masks). And in Thailand people still wore
cloth masks, even though the WHO didn’t exactly prove that they work and the health people,
doctors that were giving daily updates, did recommend wearing cloth masks. They said it was
better than nothing, you know? So Thailand started out using cloth masks too, which helped all
the people that couldn’t afford surgical masks… cloth masks are a bit easier to get a hold of and
you can make your own too if you need. So all the people that couldn’t afford surgical masks,
they wore cloth masks.

J: So in the beginning, they didn’t recommend to wear cloth masks…

P: They didn’t say that. They just said to wear masks, but then once people couldn’t find
anymore surgical masks because they were in low-supply, they just said that’s okay and you can
go use cloth masks. And, you know Thailand. Sampeng (a large market)… like in one night
people were selling cloth masks everywhere. You know, it’s easy in Thailand. I mean, it doesn’t
need to - okay maybe it wouldn’t pass the QC check, but still. I guess like if you try to do the
same thing in a Walmart in the US it wouldn’t work, they’d check to see if the fabric quality and
all that. But cloth masks are easy to make and it just allowed people to wear more masks and it
kind of helps. And with the alcohol wipes and hand sanitizer people sell everywhere too.

J: Is there a shortage of hand sanitizers too?

P: If we’re talking about people buying just what they realistically need, then yes, there’s
enough. But then everyone was stocking up… like everyone was like we need to buy 10 gallons
of it, but then all the other people that come later can’t buy it anymore? Though I think if there
was shortage, it wasn’t very long. If anything you go to all the public places, the mall, shopping,
school and all that there’s hand sanitizers there already. If you don’t have it, at least those places
or other people around will have. So it was okay I think.

J: Gotcha, and how quickly were they able to implement these things? Like at malls and
some schools, how quickly were they able to add the hand sanitizer stations and things?
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P: As soon as they opened, they would take your temperature first. Then they would have you
use hand sanitizer and then you can go your own way. It was just as you entered the place.

J: Wait, so how long was the lockdown, exactly?

P: I mean it wasn’t too long. They basically just asked the companies for cooperation with the
whole process. It wasn’t a 100% lockdown. And I think at the time, schools were ending their
terms as well. In Thailand I think they end their school terms around April. Last day I went to
work was March 23rd, I think. Then the next day, they announced to work from home… and it
just happened to be the Thai school’s holiday at around the same time. Also songkran, it’s a
national holiday, so usually it’s like 3 days off… people just end up taking the whole week off, a
long weekend, long holiday. The government just cancelled this holiday because they didn’t want
people to travel and meet up.

J: Wow cancelling songkran…. How do you think the media helped in spreading word
about COVID?

So yeah, I think the government acted quickly and Thai people just like to go on and listen to
social media a lot in general. Some fake news, some accurate news… but the good thing I think
is that every day at 11am, they go on the news and update on all the new regulations and new
cases and stuff. I would turn the TV on to watch everyday. It was really accessible. And I think
they’re still doing it everyday at around 11, 11:30am they make announcements. Recently there
haven’t been that many cases besides the ones from Myanmar and they would announce cases
and where they came from.

J: Who are the people that are doing the announcements?

P: It’s the Health Department - or wait I think there was a special team or group that they made
to handle specifically COVID, but it was mainly Department of Health. They report everyday
and all the news of possible lockdowns and regulations and things.

J: And everyone trusts in the Health Department’s announcements? Because I know in the
US, we had daily briefings, but people still did not trust them and went out without masks.

P: Well, I think in the beginning we didn’t really believe it was that serious. Then once it started
spreading around the world and it was more serious, it got scarier. Thai people get scared easily, I
think. That’s why they were like ‘hey we need masks and wear everything!’ So yeah… of course,
there were people that complained about needing to wear masks and do all these things, but in
the end I think it proved that it helps.
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J: You mentioned earlier that Thai people like social media and that you got your news
through social media too. Which social media platforms do people usually use?

P: Well generally lots of Thai people like to watch things on Twitter and Facebook, I guess. They
would look on all the famous pages with news and celebrities and stuff. Then once there were
daily briefings everyday, we had to check on the actual Department of Health page to get good
accurate news… can’t just go check anywhere for information

J: Once COVID hit and Thailand had to go through the lockdown, how did your life have
to shift?

P: Well, there was definitely more hygiene. Everyone wears masks and if there was someone
outside not wearing a mask people would give them looks. I guess that was a bit more when
things were going on, but recently people don’t wear masks as much now, there really isn’t as
much of a need for it. Though when you enter buildings, security will still make you wear a
mask, but some people will take it off after you pass security. In my office, they require you to
wear a mask, but now about 90% of the people that I see in my office don’t wear one. For me, I
always wear my mask, but not 100% like when I’m eating or when I go outside and there’s
nobody around I take it off. When I see someone coming near or I’m in a meeting I have it on
because there’s just a lot of people around. There’s been times when I’m the only person in the
room wearing a mask, but I feel like it’s okay. At least I’m protecting myself. And then just lots
of hand sanitizer and washing hands and all that. When things were first starting up, I felt like I
was using hand sanitizer every like half hour. It was a bit crazy haha, but still better than nothing.
Now there isn’t as many people using hand sanitizer. Then there was also just working from
home and everything being online. Now, things are more back to normal. When we go to
restaurants, they all have sectioned off areas for social distancing. They had this from before. But
now people don’t pay as much attention to that and, even with crossed out chairs or areas, they
still sit down. Yeah, so I think right now people have been feeling like there’s no more COVID.
Though recently this past week, with the people coming in from Myanmar, I guess people start to
feel a bit more fear and will probably be more aware and take more precautions.

J: In terms of physical contact, do you feel like it’s changed a lot? For me, I know I had a
difficult time not being able to see my friends and hugging my family and those things. Do
you feel like this has changed a lot?

P: I think ถา้พดูถงึโดยรวม (if we’re talking about the general population) you know, Asian Thai
culture มนักจ็ะไมค่อ่ยกอด ไมค่อ่ยแตะตวัอยูแ่ลว้ (we don’t really hug each other, there’s not a lot
of physical contact in general), so nothing really changed much here in Thailand เพราะวา่คนไทย
กค็อืไหว ้(because Thai people we wai [thai greeting]). Even in Europe, เขายงัพดูถงึ (they still
talk about it) you with farang there’s lots of shaking hands and hugging and kissing and
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touching… I think it was in England where the prince at the time used the wai to greet people.
It’s like another way of social distancing, something like that. I guess the culture itself also helps
เพราะวา่คนไทยกค็อื 1. ไมแ่ตะเนื�อตอ้งตวักนั you know? As in like มนัไมค่อ่ย okay (I guess the
culture itself also helps because Thai people in general don’t like to touch each other, you know,
as in it’s like not really okay to go into other people’s spaces). แลว้ก็ greeting เหมอืนเดมิกค็อืไหว ้
(then there’s the greeting using wai anyways). So that’s helpful. In terms of friends, we couldn’t
see each other, especially if they live with susceptible people. For example, I have some friends
that live in a condo and would go home to visit family. During that time, their family would tell
them not to go back home for about 4-5 months because they don’t want to catch anything, all
the old people. So although we weren’t directly affected through physical contact, it was still
difficult when some people weren’t able to see their families.
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Interview Transcript with Dr. Punnarat Chinnapha (December 12, 2020)
J = Jenny (me); D = Dr. Punnarat Chinnapha

J: How did you feel when COVID first hit Thailand and cases began to rise?

D: We were a bit prepared for it, I think, because there was a rise in cases in China already and
we were expecting it to hit Thailand around that time anyways. How did we feel? We were quite
scared to be honest. We were just waiting for the government to ออกกฎมา- ออก policy มา (put
out the policies) and tell us what were we to do. For me, I have all my students to look after. Are
we going to close the school? What were the safety procedures and everything? It was quite
scary just waiting for the government recommendation. Uh, that’s it I think.

J: How did you get the information once the policies came out?

D: Oh, um, well in general, I always go on YouTube everyday anyway…YouTube and Line and
Facebook, so it’s all like social media, but daily. In regard of my business, I contacted the
Ministry of Education in person. We have a LINE group for all the head of school and um,
Ministry of Education, so all the schools know what to do, um, school closure and all that stuff...
So if they order us to close the school, we all would do it at the same time.

J: So you got your information from both social media and the Department of Education?
D: Yes

J: When COVID was first happening, were there a lot of people that you knew that were
denying the severity of COVID?

D: No, no, I think the Asian countries in general is– a lot more like collectivism… so we
basically just follow everything and do what we’re told. But there are some - small number of
people - who didn’t follow the government regulations. Before they said you have to quarantine
yourself and those things, and because of fear mongering… social media ended up bullying all
the people that didn’t do what they’re told. You know like, ‘those girls that came back from
Korea and they didn’t quarantine and then they traced it back to a restaurant and that restaurant
had to close for three days, how dare you’ all that. So it’s bully, but it’s good in a way, kept
things under control, and ever since then, people started to cooperate. Then there’s the news as
well of what happens if people don’t cooperate. There’s people going to 7-11 without masks and
the staff wouldn’t let him in, and the guy was trying to spit on his face and breathe on him - I’m
sure you get lots of that in the US as well I’ve seen stuff ‘it’s my freedom! I don’t have to wear
masks’ - but that happens on social media. People go on there and they say to make sure you
praise that 7-11 star ‘you’re a hero’ ‘you’re doing the right thing’ stuff like that. Then pretty
much everyone followed the rule because they don’t want to get cyberbullied. But recently it
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may come back because there’s some illegal immigrant from Myanmar. Or not really immigrant,
but people secretly try to enter the country. They work outside and try to secretly come back in.

J: Is it people from Myanmar that try to come back in or is it Thai people that worked in
Myanmar and tried to reenter?

D: Both, but mainly it’s the Thai people. Mostly it’s Thai people went to Myanmar secretly and
then secretly returned and didn’t quarantine themselves. There’s a hotel called 1G1 hotel in
Myanmar. It’s an entertainment complex, you can look it up. But people in Myanmar like Thai
people so the more Thai workers there are, the more money they get, I think. I’m not completely
sure, never been there. But that’s from the news anyways. Thai people go to Myanmar for work
and then secretly return without quarantining.

J: How did you handle the COVID situation as a school administrator, in terms of shutting
down and all that?

D: Constant communication. It’s very important that the parents understand and teachers worked
really hard to try to understand the online platform. I think our school did well anyway, we have
one of the best platforms done on such short notice. We prepared for when students come back.
What would we do? Constant communication with the MOE (Ministry of Education) asking if
this would be okay. Constant communication with the Department of Health as well. Make sure
that there’s gaps when meeting in classroom, constant mask wearing, constant hand washing,
stuff like that. So as a school, we had to adapt quite a few things, a lot of things, and when we
have our yearly events, we had to cancel that. Our yearly musical and Christmas party, all
cancelled. There’s lots of people that have been sneaking into Thailand. We’re lucky to be in
Thailand with such low numbers, but we shouldn’t let down our guard yet. Just do everything by
what we’re supposed to do. But things change. As you know the “new normal” with the masks
and I can’t travel abroad to see family or go anywhere. But the good news is that, after a few
months of lockdown, 2-3 months of lockdown, when things started opening up again, I can see
that everything is cleaner. The water in Pattaya and everything is cleaner… so I think Thanos is
right, everything is much cleaner.

J: Do they allow domestic travel?

D: the government has been trying to boost the economy and tourist sector in Thailand. “ไทย
เที�ยวไทย” (Thai tiew Thai). You can register and they help out, for hotel they pay half and all
that. We don’t expect overseas tourism, but more Thai tourism… you just have to register and
then they’ll pay, and it’s only for the hotels that register with the government too. What else did
the government do? They tried to give money to some people, a small amount of money, but I
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don’t think that worked out. I’m not completely sure, with the corruption and things, so I think
they focused on the tourism instead.

J: We kind of already talked about this, but what were some policies that you felt really
helped you understand the situation? In terms of social media, I know you said you go on
Youtube and Facebook, but where do you generally go to get your COVID news from?

D: I think the situation at the time, the government was being very active with getting the
information out to everybody. I don’t think Thailand did anything special because all the
information about COVID should still be the same. I think most importantly, what worked was
the mindset of the people. Whether you chose to believe in the information or not.

J: Did you watch any of the daily briefings? Were those helpful for you?

D: Yes. The daily briefings were helpful because it helped me determine which new cases and
things were in my area, and how I should proceed with my school opening or closing. Before we
reopened the school, we contacted the Ministry of Health about our plan and they had to come to
our school to check that everything was good. So in that way, it was good. And they said that
they have to do the checkup at every school before they open.

J: If there was a case of COVID, would they shut down the whole school?

D: Yes. So my policies were: if they just flew in from overseas, they need to report. If kids are
feeling sick or anything, they need to report it to the school. These are all required.

J: As an International School, was there a lot of difficulty in terms of finances and
retrieving all the materials needed for students? Did you need any help from the
government at all?

D: No, we didn’t, but we managed to get by. Um, but finance is very difficult because as you
know, COVID affected many businesses in Thailand and many of our parents are business
people, right? Um, so it’s difficult for them to pay up anyway, so the school does need to come
up with the financial support or financial program to help our parents too. So we did that. I mean
we had some parents withdraw from the school because they said, “Look, my kids love it here.
We don’t want to leave, but I can’t afford it now. If my business get back again, then we’ll bring
her back in.” We had parents who did that. We had a parent who kill himself.

J: Oh my god…
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D: Yeah, hanged himself. A student from Lao, I think, or a nearby country. The father hang
himself and…  because the business bankrupt, whatever it was… uh, because of the COVID.

J: That’s terrible.

D: Yeah, I know… so, um, by opening in August, the new academic year in August, um the fee
structure for my school, we supposed to… Well, before that, parents have paid in advance, right,
for the second term and then just online thing, so we- we give back the money what we can. If
we have the money for transport, for food, and we give some of that back to the parents to help
them. But that also affects me as a business. I have a school. Yeah. So I had to cut down on my
staff, but I’m not talking fire them, but saying for the COVID- the COVID period, “you don’t
have to come to work at all, and we still pay you 50%” okay? “You know, we still keep you as an
employee, but you don’t have to come to work. We pay you 50%” Some departments, some
cleaners, some- or something. If you come in security, you have to come in- you better come in 7
days a week, maybe 4 days a week and then we’ll pay you 75%. Something like that. It does
affect us financially in a sense. And as I said, August, the new academic year, the new fee
structure… I was supposed to up my fee by about 3-5%, but I cannot. So I just tell the parents we
keep the fee the same. Help them out.

J: You were saying earlier that you go on YouTube a lot. Did you see a lot of music videos
and ads about spreading COVID awareness and, you know, the “new normal” and things.
Did you feel that was helpful?

D: Um, to a certain point, yes. Right at the beginning there’s plenty of them, there’s loads of
them and it’s good. And I look into some of them, not all of them, but it does help. After a while,
it gets boring. Some of them, I get excited, yes, “I can show this to my students too. I can show
this to my teachers too,” stuff like that.

J: Right, and lastly, how did your daily life have to shift with COVID?

D: It didn’t change drastically or anything. School changed… we basically just use what they
call the “new normal”: wearing more masks, washing hands more often. Aside from not being
able to travel out of the country, everything else has been pretty normal. But there’s this feeling
inside that we have to be more careful. If I walk outside and I see someone, I don’t want to walk
near them. So everything has pretty much been the same, but you see masks everywhere.
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Appendix B: Thai Music Video

Thai news media report and clip of the COVID-19 parody music video of popular Thai song,

Super วาเลนไทน์ [Super Valentine], and a still picture of the video.

Summary: News anchors report the parody video (starting at time 0:22) depicts Thai medical

professionals dancing and singing about COVID-19 safety.

English Lyric Translation (0:22 - 0:44):

Sanitizing gel! Sanitizing gel! Come clean your hands with sanitizing gel to kill the COVID

germs. Mask! Mask! Let’s wear a mask to prevent your saliva from spraying. Stay home! Stay

home! Let’s stay home to stop Covid from spreading! La la la la la la… Come, come, come!

Let’s protect ourselves from Covid together!

https://youtu.be/4zJTEF_pwp4

https://youtu.be/4zJTEF_pwp4
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Appendix C: LINE Messages

LINE messages with Dr. Punnarat Chinnapha (April 8, 2020; April 9, 2020)
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Appendix D: Thai Advertisement

YouTube video of Thai advertisement on COVID-19 safety guideline from the Thai Media Fund

and a still picture of the video.

Summary: COVID-19 molecules discuss the implications of why they are not able to infect as

many Thai individuals due to the safety guidelines (e.g. wearing masks, social distancing, and

using hand sanitizing gels). They plot their revenge on individuals who forget these guidelines,

but are killed by a sanitizing spray before they were able to finish their plan.

https://youtu.be/5yy-_iH7IWs

https://youtu.be/5yy-_iH7IWs
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Appendix E: Official Documents

Excerpt of the Emergency Decree Regulations No. 1 Under COVID-19

Summary: Decree presents laws enacted under COVID-19 preventing hoarding of goods,

gatherings, and presenting false information regarding COVID-19.




